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Baseline Model

We compute power simulations according to the following 2SLS model:

Xi = αFS + βFSi
Zi + εFSi

(1)

Yi = αIV + βIVi
X̂i + εIVi

(2)

Where the variables denote the following:

• Zi is an exogenous treatment variable, where treatment consists in giving subject i a
ride to the prosecutor’s office.

• X is a dummy indicating whether subject i hired a public lawyer.

• Y is a dummy variable for conciliation of subject i.

Note that, since we use a 2SLS model, X̂ of equation (2) is the predicted value from
equation (1).

Our model depicts the following setting:

1. All subjects have a baseline probability ppl = 0.5 of choosing a public lawyer.

2. With probability ptreat = 0.5, subjects receive treatment Z, which increases their prob-
ability of choosing a public lawyer by βFS, on average.

3. Hiring a private lawyer increases subject i’s probability of suing by βsue = 0.5, in mean,
from a baseline of psue = 0.3.1

4. Hiring a public lawyer in turn increases the probability of conciliation by βIV , on
average, from a baseline probability of pconc = 0.3.

1We assume we observe outcomes only for subjects who sued. We were very conservative this parameter
choice, because practically all private lawyer cases end up suing.
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Extensions

It is important to mention our baseline model assumes:

[βFS, βIV , βsue] ∼ N (µ,Σ)

where

Σ =

 1 0.3 0
0.3 1 0
0 0 1


It is important to note this baseline model is fairly conservative, because it only takes

into account the data we can observe in the court’s administrative records. We extend this
model to the case in which we take our survey data into account, considering an estimated
survey response rate of 80%.

We use the same model to consider a second outcome: the initial claim subjects make when
suing. Yi becomes hence a continuous variable that depicts subject i’s initial claim, once in
a lawsuit. In order to define a grid for βIV , we take into account the fact that public lawyers
ask for 0.7 of what our calculator predicts, in median, while private lawyers ask for 2.3 times
the calculator’s prediction. We consider that by hiring a public lawyer, subject i’s initial
claim is decreased in βIV on average.

We compute simulations for our binary and continuous outcomes as described above, in the
following order:

• B1 : Binary Y , only court data.

• B2 : Binary Y , court and survey data.

• C : Continuous Y , only court data.
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Figure 1: B1 : Baseline model

(a) βFS = 0.2 (b) βFS = 0.3

(c) βFS = 0.4 (d) βFS = 0.5

(e) βFS = 0.6 (f) βFS = 0.7

Notes: Do file: sim.do, Plots.m
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Figure 2: B2 : Using court and survey data

(a) βFS = 0.2 (b) βFS = 0.3

(c) βFS = 0.4 (d) βFS = 0.5

(e) βFS = 0.6 (f) βFS = 0.7

Notes: Do file: sim.do, Plots.m
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Figure 3: C1 : Using only court data

(a) βFS = 0.2 (b) βFS = 0.3

(c) βFS = 0.4 (d) βFS = 0.5

(e) βFS = 0.6 (f) βFS = 0.7

Notes: Do file: sim continuous.do, Plots continuous.m
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